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II Thessalonians 2:1-5, 13-17 

PUSHED, PULLED, & PROMISED 

 Life has a habit of throwing things at us, doesn’t it?  While you might be thinking to yourself, 

‘mm, that’s not very profound’, have a think about the thoughts, events, happenings which worry 

us, cause us any kind of stress, get us down, sometimes even make us feel that we just can’t get on 

top of everything.  And because we do seem to have a habit of thinking the grass is greener: was life 

easier and less complicated in 2019, in that long ago world of pre-covid?  If you live in the country 

is life simpler and less complicated than in the city?  I’m guessing country people would argue that 

they have their own pressures, and they may see things the opposite way around.  Was life easier in 

the past, say 100 years ago, before the internet, social media, online scams, political correctness, too 

many rules and regulations?  While we might think they were better and simpler times, people from 

back then may well say; would you like to give up electricity, dishwashers, automatic washing 

machines, indoor flush toilets, the internet, travel, let alone far superior healthcare, and say life is 

easier?   While we enjoy life, and we like where and when we live and are very grateful for 

everything we have, we can also have those times when we feel that a lot of things come against us 

and make us feel life is harder and more complicated than we would like it to be. 

 And the same is also true of our spiritual life and our relationship with God; we would like 

it to be smooth and straight forward, but we know that’s not always the case.   You may remember 

a mythical creature from the Dr. Doolittle series called a pushmi-pullyu?  It looked like a llama with 

a head at both ends.  Sometimes, in our spiritual life, we might feel that we are a kind of pushmi-

pullyu, because we have those things inside of us which try and push us away from God, and those 

things around us which are trying to pull us away from Him. 

 The  ‘push’ factors, the things inside us which threaten to push us away from God.   It could 

be our anxiety, maybe brought on by situations we find ourselves in, situations which aren’t working 

out the way we wanted them to.  It might be our worry; about ourselves, someone in our family, 

someone we care about, or issues on a larger scale.  Perhaps the push factor is directed at God: 
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disappointment or anger about how something turned out, despite what we had prayed and hoped 

for.  Or it could be our fear of the future, and doubt over whether God really will bring us safely 

through everything.   These things and others threaten to push us away from God, either outwardly 

or subtlety, by making us question and doubt His love for us and the place He has in our lives.  They 

are real to us, but at times we can let them take us away from the One who loves and cares for us 

the most. 

 And at the other side of the ‘beast’,  there are the pull factors; those things from outside of 

us which are trying to pull us away from God’s love.   In today’s reading Paul addresses one of these 

directly by talking about false teachings regarding Jesus coming again.  We still have those today, 

and while we might argue that thanks to the internet and social media they are more of a danger now 

than previously, people from 2,000 years ago may well have said that their isolation from their 

leaders made them more dangerous back then.  We have temptations; all of those things which 

promise us a better and surer way to find peace and hope, or instant gratification, or whatever we 

are searching for.  We have our faith being either ridiculed or undermined, so that we can feel 

uncomfortable or unsure about speaking out or speaking up, or sometimes even saying, ‘I’m a 

Christian’.  There are these and many other pull factors which we face in our Christian lives today:  

the factors, the people, the pulls and pressures from outside of us which try to lure us away from 

God, to stop us trusting His promises, to take us away from living with Him. 

 To go back to what I said earlier; while how things come out and manifest themselves might 

be different, what we go through and experience as people living our lives is in many ways the same 

in any place and time.   Around 2,000 years ago Paul wrote to a Christian community in a Greek 

city called Thessalonica whose faith was under similar push and pull pressures to those we face 

today.  In this case, he addresses the false teaching they had been hearing that Jesus had already 

come again.  The second coming of Jesus was a big issue for people in the early Church, to the point 

that some were upset about Christians who had died before Jesus had come again; what would 

happen to them?  That’s how soon they expected Jesus to return.  Uncertainties around both death 
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and Jesus’ coming again caused fear and anxiety for them, just like it does for many people today.  

They also knew all of those other push and pull factors which we face today; anxiety, worry, 

temptation, fear and ridicule.  The feelings and worries trying to push them away from God on the 

inside, and the people and factors trying to pull them away from the outside, were just as real for 

them as they are for us today. 

  Paul’s response to those early Christians being pushed and pulled in their faith was to remind 

them of God’s love for them and His promises to them, promises which had been made certain in 

Jesus.  They felt pushed and pulled, but Paul reminded them that in God they were promised; 

promised God’s love and forgiveness which had been won for them in Jesus.  The words here to 

them are also the words to us in the face of everything we go through in life.  In the face of whatever 

we come against we are reminded that God’s love remains strong and sure, and we are called to both 

live in and live out that love in our lives.  The response here to those things which threaten to take 

people away from God isn’t to make things even more uncertain or complicated, as we humans often 

do, but to just in simple and straight forward words remind people of God’s love them, remind them 

they can trust Him.  God’s promise of love, forgiveness and life with Him is what we are given in 

the face of all other things in life which threaten to take us away from Him. 

 There are two significant events, normally from each end of our lives, which illustrate God’s 

promise to us in such a real way.  The first is baptism, like we have had in our service here this 

morning.  When a child, or someone of any age, is baptised, we see that promise of God’s love come 

to them, sealed by the Holy Spirit coming to them in God’s Word and the water.  We know that the 

promise which is made and sealed in their baptism, in our baptism, is one which God will never 

break; if we are pushed or pulled away from Him, He will still always be there for us to turn back 

to.  It is a promise which joins us to Jesus’ death and rising again and all that means for us. 

 Last week I shared about the kind of faith I have seen people witness to in their last days in 

this life, and the assurance their faith has given them in those times.  It truly is amazing.  No matter 

how they have lived their life, no matter where their faith has been pushed and pulled to over the 
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years, at the time they really needed that peace in God and the assurance it brings, they find and 

express it in amazing ways.  The assurance and the promises which are talked about in this reading 

sum up what their faith means to them at this time; ‘God our Father loves us. He treats us with 

undeserved grace and has given us eternal comfort and a wonderful hope.’ (16b)   

  Throughout our life we have many things come against us.  As well as the many things we 

enjoy there are also those which try to make life difficult.  The same is true of our faith and our 

relationship with God; it gives us many blessings, and strength, and comfort, but we can also be 

pushed and pulled away from it.  Over all of this though, we have God’s promise to us; the promise 

which was made sure and certain in Jesus dying for us and rising again.  The promise which was 

sealed to us in our baptism.  The promise we now seek to live our lives in response to.  The promise 

which so many find strength and comfort in as they face the end of this life.  The promise which, 

because it comes from God, we know will forever and always be ours.  Amen. 

FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION/REFLECTION 

Pushed 

➢ Is there anything worrying you or concerning you at the moment which is affecting your 

relationship with God? 

➢ Do you have any guilt, fear or anger which is threating to push you away from God? 

➢ Hand these things over to God, ask for His help and strength in resisting them so you can stay 

close to Him. 

 

Pulled 

➢ Are there any temptations you have which threaten to pull you away from God’s love? 

➢ Do you ever find it hard to hold on to your faith because of what you hear and see around you? 

➢ Ask God to help you to be strong in all of the things from outside which threaten to pull you 

away from Him. 

 

Promised 

➢ Think about the promises God makes to us.  Are there any which are particularly meaningful 

and comforting to you? 

➢ Are there any times when you especially find yourself looking to God’s promises and finding 

strength in them? 

➢ What do God’s promises of love and forgiveness mean to you in your life? 

 

Pray:  thank God that we can trust His promise to love and be with us always.  Ask for His help and 

strength to withstand the push and pull factors which try to take us away from Him. 
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